
Match the oxymorons on the left to their respective meanings on  the right. 

1) soft rock

A) a work of �ction with 

elements of  both

humor and tragedy

-

2) deafening silence

B) two alternatives with

a little or no di!erence 

upon comparison

-

3) modern history
C) a holiday during which one 

works
-

4) same di!erence

D) a conclusion reached by 

considering only a part 

of something

-

5) partial conclusion
E) a terrible experience which 

sometimes is not that bad
-

6) working vacation

F) the history of the world 

after the Middle Ages to 

the present

-

7) tragic comedy 
G) a style of rock music that 

emphasizes more on melody
-

8) pleasant hell
H) a complete silence when 

you are expecting a reply
-

9) dry ice

I) a trained combatant with 

capabilities of a group of

men

-

10) one-man army
J) frozen carbon dioxide used 

as a refrigerant
-
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Match the oxymorons on the left to their respective meanings on  the right. 

71) soft rock

A) a work of �ction with 

elements of  both

humor and tragedy

-

42) deafening silence

B) two alternatives with

a little or no di!erence 

upon comparison

-

63) modern history
C) a holiday during which one 

works
-

54) same di!erence

D) a conclusion reached by 

considering only a part 

of something

-

85) partial conclusion
E) a terrible experience which 

sometimes is not that bad
-

36) working vacation

F) the history of the world 

after the Middle Ages to 

the present

-

17) tragic comedy 
G) a style of rock music that 

emphasizes more on melody
-

8) pleasant hell
H) a complete silence when 

you are expecting a reply
- 2

9) dry ice

I) a trained combatant with 

capabilities of a group of

men

- 10

10) one-man army
J) frozen carbon dioxide used 

as a refrigerant
- 9
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